
early childhood



At Hathaway Brown, students are 
joyfully engaged in figuring out 
how the world works. Our unique 
Discovery Learning Model is 
intentionally designed to provide 
support and encouragement as these 
young learners navigate their school 
years, and the years beyond.  

Discovery Learning 
emphasizes:

Competence 
Willingness to take on new 
challenges

Cognition 
Knowing how to innovate and  
solve problems

Community 
Collaborating with others



Our Early Childhood classrooms 
are designed for young explorers 
who make exciting discoveries 
every day. They take things apart, 
mix things together, collaborate 
on new inventions, and ask 
countless questions. From paint 
brushes to iPads, we give them 
the tools they need to do their 
important work.



Take a look at how we learn  

LITERACY

Literacy learning at HB is not a 
spectator sport. The children engage 
enthusiastically with words whether 
they are reading the Morning 
Message with their teacher, singing 
in the Music Room, or dictating 
important communications at the 
Writing Center. And the pay-off 
is significant – 100 percent of our 
Early Childhood students develop 
the foundational skills to become 
successful readers and writers during 
their Kindergarten year at HB.



Reading
The single greatest predictor of success in literacy is early, 
interactive storybook reading. Our unique Storyline 
curriculum and storytelling techniques allow children 
to become not only characters in the story, but invested 
learners taking part in problem solving, research and 
collaboration with their classmates.

Writing
We know that young children engage in writing when they 
begin to experience it as meaningful and relevant. Our 
play-based learning centers are designed to incorporate 
writing as the children work together and have fun.

Speaking
Phonological awareness, defined as the ability to isolate 
the separate sounds in words, correlates strongly with 
successful literacy learning. We introduce musical 
activities, fingerplays, and opportunities for public 
speaking as means for building phonological skills. 
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MATH

Although our students enjoy counting 
everything from acorns to zebras, that’s 
just the beginning. We encourage 
them to use geometrical principles to 
build architectural marvels, refine their 
measuring skills as they bake culinary 
delights, and to use the classroom 
calendar to find numeric patterns.



Numeracy 
Success in mathematical problem solving begins with activities 
that promote an understanding of numbers and quantity.

Algebra
We know that our students develop an early understanding of 
algebraic concepts when they take part in activities that include 
sorting, classifying, and patterning.

Geometry and Beyond
By allowing our students to play using a variety of manipulative 
materials, we give them the foundation for developing an 
understanding of spatial relationships.
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SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY

Our students are determined to 
figure out how the world works. 
We provide them with a rich 
environment to explore, along with a 
few tools to use in the process. 

Technology has provided us with a 
new generation of tools for our 21st 
century learners. Children graph 
the weather on Smartboards, solve 
puzzles on the iPad, and become 
world travelers as they virtually 
explore new places and new faces. 



Observation
Early Childhood students use all of their senses as they gather 
information about the world: in the classroom, in books, and 
when they explore our Courtland Woods.

Investigation
Children need the tools to classify, measure, and compare as 
they investigate. From inspecting a cocoon to categorizing rocks, 
they look for similarities and differences they can relate to.

Prediction
We know that encouraging our students to make logical guesses 
based on their experiences and research will lead to further 
exploration and discovery. This helps build lifelong learners.
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS

Over the course of the week, 
students travel to specialty classes 
with trained teachers in areas of 
Physical Education, Music & 
Movement and Library. In Pre-
Kindergarten they attend separate 
Music and Creative Movement 
classes, along with Spanish, and they 
take field trips off campus to outdoor 
areas such as the Metroparks and 
cultural institutions in University 
Circle. After lunch, they participate 
in enriched lessons including, 
Science, Mandarin Chinese, 
Swimming and Theatre.



Our faculty are skilled and caring educators 
who encourage joy and discovery in all of our 
students. More than two-thirds of them have 
master’s degrees. We employ a co-teaching 
method, allowing two full-time teachers to 
monitor each child’s individual progress.  
They frequently communicate with parents, 
whom they consider partners in this all-
important educational journey.
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Call 216.320.8767  
to schedule  

your personal tour!
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